Rationale and Objectives. A previous scan-regularized reconstruction (PSRR) method was proposed to reduce radiation dose and applied to lung perfusion studies. Normal and ultra-low-dose lung computed tomographic perfusion studies were compared in terms of the estimation accuracy of pulmonary functional parameters.
Concern is growing worldwide about radiation-induced genetic, cancerous, and other diseases (1) (2) (3) . Computed tomography is considered a radiation-intensive procedure, but it is becoming more and more common. In the mid-1990s, computed tomographic (CT) scans accounted for only 4% of total x-ray procedures, but they contributed 40% of the collective dose (4) . With the introduction of helical, multislice, and cone-beam technologies, the use of computed tomography continues to increase. In the United States, the number of CT examinations performed has been estimated to be as high as nearly 60 million, accounting for 15% of imaging procedures and 75% of radiation exposure in 2002 (4) . As many as 30% of patients undergoing one CT scan will have a total of at least three examinations, and >90% of abdominal or pelvic CT studies use two or more scans (5) . A British study quantified the cancer risk from diagnostic x-rays, in which radiation from medical and dental scans is believed to cause about 700 cases of cancer per year in Britain and >5600 cases in the United States (2) . On June 19, 2007 , the New York Times reported that ''the per-capita dose of ionizing radiation from clinical imaging exams in the U.S. increased almost 600% from 1980 to 2006.'' More recently, in a high-profile article on the rapid growth in computed tomography and its associated radiation risks, Brenner and Hall (3) estimated that ''on the basis of such risk estimates and data on CT use from 1991 through 1996, it was estimated that about 0.4% of all cancers in the United States may be attributable to the radiation from CT studies. By adjusting this estimate for current CT use, this estimate might now be in the range of 1.5 to 2.0%. '' In the face of this increasing radiation risk, the wellknown principle of ''as low as reasonably achievable'' is widely accepted in the medical community. Eliminating unnecessary CT examinations and optimizing CT protocols are important steps in minimizing radiation exposure, and a number of dose reduction techniques have been developed. These include methods to reduce milliampere-seconds, tube current modulation approaches (6, 7) , and a highly constrained back-projection reconstruction method (8, 9 ). The operator-specified reduction of milliampere-seconds for small patients is prone to errors, which could conceivably increase patient dose if a study is repeated. More important, radiologists dislike computed tomography images with increased noise due to reduced milliampere-seconds. The tube current modulation approach uses information from either a scout view or a current scan view to change tube current dynamically during a scan, reducing the milliampere-seconds for thin body sections and increasing milliampere-seconds for thick sections. This strategy allows dose reductions of up to 30% to 40% for typical elliptical body sections. However, the gain diminishes for circular body sections. The highly constrained back-projection method is a new technique for the reconstruction of sparse, highly undersampled, time-resolved image data. This method originally was developed for magnetic resonance imaging and has been adapted for computed tomography (8, 9) . To the best of our knowledge, all current low-dose algorithms were developed to extract as much information as possible only from a low-dose data set of a patient or an animal (10, 11) , without the use of detailed prior knowledge from a previous scan of the same patient or animal.
As the number of CT applications grows exponentially, there are several primary scenarios for ultra-low-dose scans: the mass screening of diseases with high mortality (such as coronary artery disease and lung and colon cancers), pathology analysis and treatment monitoring over the long term, and functional imaging (eg, blood flow, ventilation, and regional mechanics). CT screening results usually lead to follow-up exams to assess features in detail and changes in suspicious lesions. In a cancer screening program, up to 70% of individuals will have nodules found that must be followed, because 1% to 5% will have malignant nodules. Also, computed tomography is used for the comprehensive assessment of cardiac and lung function using a combination of scanning protocols. For example, retrospective cardiac CT methods (12,13) require a reduction of pitch to as low as 0.1 from a typical range of 1.0 to 2.0. In the case of micro-CT studies, in addition to the low-dose reasons for medical CT exams, low-dose micro-CT data sets are necessarily generated for in vivo studies because of the flux limitation. Until now, the performance of image reconstruction algorithms for low-dose computed tomography has been fundamentally restricted by the inherent limitations of low-dose data themselves.
Here, we propose an innovative approach for a CT or micro-CT scan of a patient or an animal to improve image quality dramatically at ultra low doses by using a previously acquired CT or micro-CT scan of the same patient or animal, which we call the previous scan-regularized reconstruction (PSRR) method in this work. The major idea of PSRR is to identify and keep any substantial changes in an ultra-lowdose data set as well as extract and use unchanged features in the previously acquired normal-dose data set. This method can reduce radiation dose significantly for CT studies that require repeated scans, such as in the aforementioned scenarios. Different from the existing methods, our approach allows regularization with individualized knowledge at a detailed level.
METHODS

Algorithm Description
Our PSRR approach is a universally applicable strategy. Generally speaking, an ultra-low-dose scan can be acquired by reducing milliampere-seconds, decreasing peak kilovoltage, and even lowering the number of projections compared to a previous normal-dose scan. Here, we describe a PSRR procedure in the context of a Somatom Sensation 16 CT scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) in circular scanning mode. After the acquisition of an ultra-lowdose circular scan by reducing milliampere-seconds, we apply a co-sine correction to convert the narrow-cone-angle multislice data set to a stack of fan-beam sinograms, each of which is associated with one horizontal z slice. Once the fanbeam sinograms from the ultra-low-dose scan are generated, PSRR is performed for each z slice in the 2-dimensional fan- beam geometry, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The equiangular fan-beam sinogram can be represented as P(b,g), where b is an angle for the source position, and g is the fan angle for the detector location. For a full-scan data set from the Somatom Sensation 16 scanner, b is discretized as b i (i = 1, 2,., 1160) and g as g j (j = 1, 2,., 672). Note that the number of projections of 1160 for b may be decreased for dose reduction, such as into a quarter-scan approach in our experimental design, described in the next section. As shown in Figure 2 , our PSRR method is performed in the image domain, and it consists of the three major components: image reconstruction, image registration, and nonlinear filtering. In the following, we describe each step in detail.
Image Reconstruction
Let the current ultra-low-dose and previous normal-dose projection data sets of the same image slice be P(b,g) and P P (b,g), where the subscript P indicates the previous scan. Once P(b,g) or P P (b,g) is available, image reconstruction can be performed in the equiangular fan-beam geometry, as shown in Figure 1 . This can be done using either the conventional filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm or the recently developed back-projection filtration (BPF) formula (14, 15) . The reconstructed images are respectively denoted as I(x) and I P (x), where x represents an arbitrary pixel in 2-dimensional coordinates. In practice, x is sampled at grid points (x m ,y n ) (m = 1, 2,., M, n = 1, 2,., N). Note that the previous normal-dose projection data P P (b,g) may be scanned using a different scanner from that used to collect the current ultra-low-dose data, although in this study, they were scanned using the same Siemens scanner.
Image Registration
Because the previous normal-dose scan and ultra-low-dose scan are not acquired simultaneously or even not scanned using the same scanner, the reconstructed images I(x) and I P (x) generally are not the same because of rigid or nonrigid object motion and other differences between the two scans. Hence, we need to register the two reconstructed images before further processing. With the ultra-low-dose image I P (x) as the reference, we can register the reconstructed I P (x) from the previous normal-dose scan to obtain I P ðxÞ (see the following for details), where the overbar indicates the registration procedure. After I P (x) is transformed to I P ðxÞ with I(x) as the reference, I P ðxÞ and I(x) can be compared directly.
Nonlinear Filtering
The key idea behind our PSRR method is to recognize substantially changed parts in the reconstruction from the ultra-low-dose scan and replace the other parts with the corresponding features in the reconstruction from the previous normal-dose scan. After the registration step, for example, we can compute the difference image I D ðxÞ ¼ IðxÞ À I P ðxÞ. Then, an appropriate nonlinear filtering operation is performed on I D (x) to remove image noise and identify any substantial changes (see the following for details). Assuming that the filtered difference image is b I D ðxÞ, the final PSRR reconstruction I F (x) can be synthesized as I F ðxÞ ¼ b I D ðxÞ þ I P ðxÞ. Figure 3 illustrates the basic elements of our PSRR mechanism. Three simulated projection data sets were generated from a modified Shepp-Logan phantom. The corresponding images were reconstructed to show representative intermediate results in Figure 3 . Figure 3a is the reconstruction of a previous object status from a previous normal-dose scan (1160 views and 672 lines/view), Figure 3b presents the reconstruction from a low-dose scan (29 views only), Figure 3c shows the reconstruction of the current object status from a current normal-dose scan serving as the gold standard, Figure 3d shows the difference between Figures 3a and 3b, Figure 3e is the filtered difference image, and Figure 3f shows the image reconstructed using PSRR from the current ultra-low-dose scan regularized by Figure 3a . It can be observed that the PSRR image (Fig 3f) (using only 1/40 the normal dose) is very close to the normal-dose reconstruction (Fig 3c) . This comparison reveals a major advantage of our proposed PSRR approach. Note that the registration component is not included in this illustrative example.
Image Registration
Image registration is to establish a geometric correspondence between two images of the same object acquired at different times and possibly not under the same conditions. In our study, although one image is the reconstructed image I P (x) from the previous normal-dose scan, the other image is the reconstructed image I(x) from the current ultralow-dose scan. The relationship between I P (x) and I(x) can be formulated as I P ðxÞ ¼ hI P ð½T Q ðxÞ ¼ IðxÞ þ e , where T Q is a spatial transformation depending on a set of parameters Q, h is an intensity mapping, and e is a noise term. That is, after a spatial transform T Q and an intensity mapping h, I P (x) will arrive at I P ðxÞ that is in the same geometry of I(x) subject to noise e. It should be pointed out that T Q is a general spatial transform model to represent any rigid or nonrigid spatial transform.
There is a large volume of literature on image registration (16, 17) . Given the background of lung perfusion applications, we propose using a multiscale adaptive transformation (18) 
On the lowest scale, V 0 (x) = R u x + b is a global linear transformation describing the overall pose of I P (x) with respect to I(x), where R u represents the rotation u and b the translation. Once V k (x) is computed on a scale level k, a local measure of mismatch (eg, the gradient of the normalized mutual information [18] ) can be applied to minimize any mismatch on the next scale level k + 1. A mismatch region is then decomposed into disjoint subregions. A deformation field V k+1 (x) is computed for each subregion. By an appropriate registration procedure, we will finally obtain the registered image I P ðxÞ. At the same time, a global similarity measure is assigned to each mismatch region for further analysis.
Nonlinear Filtering
The partial differential equation (PDE)-based nonlinear diffusion technique is an effective way for image denoising (19) . One of the important merits of this technique is that it is capable of extracting all the substantial changes in the difference image I D (x) between the current ultra-low-dose reconstruction I(x) and the registered previous normal dose reconstruction I P ðxÞ. In this approach, the filtering parameters can be estimated as a function of the filtered image itself, and the object image is iteratively filtered until the mean energy rate satisfies certain convergence criteria. 
where the contrast parameter l defines diffusivity strength, constant parameter q > 1 defines the diffusivity change, and u s (x,t) is the convolution of the current image u(x,t) with a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation s. Letting g ¼ jVu s ðx; tÞj, we can calculate the dependent constant C q to make the flux g Â f1 À exp½ ÀC q ðg=lÞ q g ascending for g < l and descending for g > l. That is, C q is the solution of a nonlinear equation 1 À e Àx À qxe Àx = 0. Once the diffusivity c d (x,t) is determined, u(x,t) can be iteratively computed to arrive at a stable solution.
Algorithm Implementation
We implemented the PSRR method in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) and C++. While the basic platform was constructed in MATLAB, all the computationally intensive parts were coded in C++, which was linked via a MEX interface. In this software, we implemented both the FBP and BPF formulas in an equiangular fan-beam geometry. Because either the FBP or BPF algorithm can reconstruct images exactly, only the FBP algorithm was used in the sheep lung perfusion experiments described here. For the image registration, the implementation details were similar on different scales. On the basis of extensive experiments, we set the maximum level of registration as K = 0 for the sheep lung perfusion application in this study, because the sheep were anaesthetized, and the scan interval was relatively short between the previous scan and ultra-low-dose scan. In the nonlinear filtering procedure, the time t was discretized as t p with an interval T (p = 1, 2,.). Accordingly, diffusion Equation 1 was discretized as
The grid indexes were used as the image coordinates. The time interval was set to T = 1.0. Because the parameters q and l define the diffusivity change and diffusivity strength, respectively, a larger q results in a sharper diffusivity change and a larger l in a strong perfusion. Meanwhile, a larger Gaussian deviation s and a larger iteration number p imply greater blurring. In our application, we would like to keep more structural information and reduce noise as much as possible. Hence, on the basis of our extensive experiments, we set q = 20 and the maximum iteration number p = 5. In the first several steps, we used larger Gaussian deviations to suppress noise, while in the last several steps, we used larger l for a strong perfusion effect. Therefore, l and s were varied as a function of p, as shown in Table 1 . Because there is a Gaussian smoothing procedure in the iteration process, subtle intensity changes will be preserved if the areas of the changes are not too small, which is demonstrated in Figure 4 .
RESULTS
Sheep Lung Perfusion Experiments
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed PSRR approach, we performed several sheep lung perfusion experiments in the Iowa-Comprehensive Lung Imaging Center, Department of Radiology, University of Iowa. Although only one ultra-low-dose study would be needed in practical applications, in each of our experiments, four studies were performed with a sheep weighing about 40 kg, in the order listed in Table 2 . Two normal-dose studies with 20 scans were designed for testing the repeatability of measurements and serving as the gold standard for our ultra-low-dose PSRR reconstruction. Two ultra-low-dose studies were done to validate our PSRR technique and evaluate the effects of peak kilovoltage. Within the ultra-low-dose studies, five normaldose previous scans were first acquired to serve as prior information, and then a sequence of 20 ultra-low-dose scans were taken at the time instants when the normal-dose studies would otherwise be performed. All the scans were acquired in the axial scanning mode with 1.2 Â 20 mm collimation. The contrast medium Omnipaque (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI), 350 mg/mL, 15 cm 3 /s over 2 seconds, was injected at the beginning of third of 20 scans in each sequence (see Fig  5) . Although only one normal-dose previous scan was required for the PSRR method, five scans at the normal dose were taken for verification that animal motion was negligible (the animal was anaesthetized with breathing controlled). The image noise generated by the ultra-low-dose scans at 80 kVp was about 45% stronger than that at 100 kVp. In our experimental design, although the previous normal-dose data were scanned right before the ultra-low-dose scan, it is not necessary for our general PSRR method to work, and there are many other approaches to using much earlier data sets. Two sets of CT images in each study were reconstructed using our in-house CT reconstruction and image-processing software. The first set was reconstructed from a full data set to produce each of 20 slices from 1160 views and 672 channels per view and the second set from the simulated quarter scan (sparse scan) with 290 views by taking one from every four contiguous views in the full data set. Because a quarter scan was extracted from a full scan, our simulated quarter scan was equivalent to a real quarter scan (additional experimental steps were avoided). Additional 3% uniformly distributed Gaussian noise was added to the simulated quarter scan extracted from the normal-dose full-scan data set to challenge our PSRR method. In each experiment, the nonlinear PDEbased diffusion was applied to the difference images between the degraded current noisy image (obtained from the ultralow dose or simulated quarter scan) and the high-quality previous scan image (obtained from the normal-dose scan). Finally, the images for 20 phases, corresponding to the 20 scans in the protocol, were generated by combining the images from the normal-dose previous scan data set and the filtered difference images. Our PSRR results showed that there were no substantial differences between normal-dose I and II or between low-dose I and II. Hence, the repeatability of measurements was excellent. As expected, substantial changes, which were obscured in either simulated-noise images or ultra-low-dose images, were extracted well by the proposed PSRR method. Specifically, the image quality of the PSRR results from the ultra-low-dose studies was comparable to that from the normal-dose studies. Figure 6 shows typical PSRR images at slice 11 and phase 6 from normaldose II and low-dose II.
PSRR Performance Analysis
To further demonstrate the merits of our PSRR method, the sheep lung perfusion images were analyzed according to a bolus injection, residue detection model. As shown in the first column of Figure 6 , a 5 Â 5 area marked ''R'' inside a larger blood cross-section in slice 11 was selected as a reference area, and two 5 Â 5 areas marked ''A'' and ''B'' in the background were selected as regions of interest (ROIs). The CT number was computed by averaging all the voxels in the ROI. Because there were 20 scans (phases), we obtained 20 averaged CT numbers correspondingly. Using our in-house blood flow analysis software, these numbers were fitted to the gamma variate function as
where t is the independent time variable, t 0 is delay time, h 0 is the reference CT number, and A, a, and b are free parameters 22, 23) . As shown in Figure 7 , the gamma variate functions fitted from the CT numbers of the reconstructed PSRR images were better than their counterparts without PSRR.
In the lung perfusion application, the mean transit time (MTT) is a key parameter to be measured (24) . To validate the repeatability of MTT, we randomly selected 34 ROIs in the slice 11, each covering a 5 Â 5 area. An MTT was estimated for each ROI from the fitted gamma variate curve using our in-house software. For the images reconstructed from different scan data sets and/or methods, we measured the repeatability of MTT by comparing the correlations among all the MTTs of 34 ROIs. As shown in Figure 8 , the correlation coefficient between the PSRR images in the ultra-lowdose studies and normal-dose II results was larger than that with the ultra-low-dose studies without PSRR. This demonstrates that our PSRR method can reduce radiation dose significantly while maintaining the accuracy of quantitative CT measurements for evaluating regional lung function.
Moreover, we analyzed the power spectra and their coherences (see Appendix). As shown in Figure 9a , all the Figure 6 . Typical previous scan-regularized reconstruction (PSRR) results in the sheep lung perfusion studies at slice 11 and phase 6 of normal-dose II and low-dose II. The top row was reconstructed from the quarter-scan normal-dose II with simulated noise, the middle row from low-dose II with 89.1% dose reduction, and the bottom row from the quarter-scan low-dose II with 93.5% dose reduction. The first column contains normal-dose previous scan images as prior information, the second column reconstructed low-dose images, and the third column images reconstructed using the PSRR method. For comparison, the fourth column was reconstructed from the full normal-dose II.
images reconstructed using the different methods had similar power spectra at low frequencies, whereas the low-dose II and quarter-scan low-dose II images were stronger than the normal-dose II and our PSRR results at high frequencies. The reason is that the noise in low-dose II and its quarter-scan version contributed more at the high frequencies. Note that the nonlinear PDE filtering can depress the noise, and our PSRR results gave almost the same power spectrum as the normal-dose II images. Also, it is reasonable that the power spectrum of PSRR from the quarter-scan low-dose II was slightly larger than that from low-dose II, and the power spectrum of PSRR from low-dose II was slightly larger than that from normal-dose II. The coherences between all the reconstructed ultra-low-dose images and that of the normaldose II are plotted in Figure 9b . It is shown that the coherences of the images reconstructed by our PSRR methods were higher than those of the classical reconstruction method without PSRR. This also verifies that our PSRR method can significantly reduce radiation dose without compromising image quality.
DISCUSSION
Currently, PSRR image reconstruction is performed in an analytic framework and regularized by typical image postprocessing methods (image registration and nonlinear filtering). However, this does not mean that image postprocessing is necessary or that the low-dose reconstruction cannot be regularized directly. In fact, our PSRR idea can be implemented in an iterative framework. In that case, we can formulate an optimal object function incorporating the previous normal-dose data set and current ultra-low-dose data set, as well as the image segmentation and registration components. Meanwhile, the image registration will be performed in the projection domain instead of the image domain. More work is needed to compare these two different reconstruction approaches.
The current image registration and nonlinear filtering components need to have appropriate parameters values, such as the number of multiple-scale levels, diffusion coefficient, and standard deviation of the Gaussian Figure 7 . Fitted gamma variate curves from the previous scan-regularized reconstruction (PSRR) in the sheep lung perfusion study. The left column is for point A and the right column for point B in Figure 6 . The top row shows the results of quarter-scan normal-dose II, the middle row is for low-dose II, and the bottom row is for quarter-scan low-dose II. HU, Hounsfield units. convolution kernel. In this preliminary study, these values were manually selected. Undoubtedly, optimal parameters must be selected for different applications. An attractive possibility is that the optimal parameters be determined by analyzing filtered images using image-processing techniques. Simultaneously, the image registration accuracy affects the overall performance of the proposed method. This is an important issue to be systematically addressed for the optimal performance of our PSRR approach. Because the major purpose of this study was to demonstrate the feasibility of our PSRR approach, we do not discuss the effect of registration accuracy in detail. More effort should be made in this direction.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an innovative PSRR approach and showcased its application in lung CT perfusion studies. Different from the existing methods, our method seeks to use much more a priori knowledge in terms of a previous scan of the same patient or animal. The image registration and nonlinear filtering techniques have been used to identify substantial changes between the images reconstructed from the current ultra-low-dose and previous normal-dose data sets. Our sheep lung perfusion studies have shown that an approximate 90% reduction in radiation dose can be achieved Figure 8 . Mean transit time repeatability analysis (seconds). The left column is the repeatability of the reconstruction without the regulation of previous scan data, whereas the right column is with the previous scan-regularized reconstruction (PSRR) method. The top row plots the results of quarter-scan normal-dose II with simulated noise, the middle row is for low-dose II, and the bottom row is for quarter-scan low-dose II.
while maintaining the accuracy of the quantitative CT evaluation of regional lung function in a sheep model. procedure. For every image slice, using the fast-Fourier transform method, we first compute the Fourier transforms F N (u m ,v n ,t k ) and F L (u m ,v n ,t k ) from the normal-dose and ultralow-dose scans, respectively. The corresponding power spectra are P N (u m ,v n ,t k ) = jF N (u m ,v n ,t k )j 2 and P L (u m ,v n ,t k ) = jF L (u m ,v n ,t k )j 2 , and their cross-spectrum is P NL (u m ,v n ,t k ) = jF N (u m ,v n ,t k )F L (u m ,v n ,t k )j. If we omit the phase information, the power spectra can be expressed as P N ðw l ; t k Þ ¼ X max{jumj;jvnj}¼w l P I ðu m ; v n ; t k Þ; P L ðw l ; t k Þ ¼ X max{jumj;jvnj}¼w l P L ðu m ; v n ; t k Þ;
and P NL ðw l ; t k Þ ¼ X max{jumj;jvnj}¼w l P NL ðu m ; v n ; t k Þ The final power spectra P N ðw l Þ, P L ðw l Þ, and P NL ðw l Þ are, respectively, the corresponding averages of P N (w l ,t k ), P L (w l ,t k ), and P NL (w l ,t k ) over time. Finally, the coherence is determined as
which is a normalized coefficient.
